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CAUSE NO:

DALTON FIELDS, RAT DUENAS, § INTHE DISTRICT COURT
KENNETH BARNETT, CHRIS TAYLOR,  §
and DANIEL SANTIAGO §

§
Plainiiff, § JUDICIAL DISTRICT

§vs §

TESLA, INC. AND PAPPAS {
RESTAURANTS INC. d/b/a ! .
PAPPASITO’S CANTINA, INC. : HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

§
Defendants. : JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

PLAINTIFES’ORIGINALPETITION

Plainiiffs, DALTON FIELDS, RAI DUENAS, KENNETH BARNETT, CHRIS TAYLOR,

and DANIEL SANTIAGO, file this Original Peition against Defendants TESLA, INC. (“Tesla”)

and PAPPAS RESTAURANTS INC. d/b/a PAPPASITO’S CANTINA, (“Pappas”) (collectively

“Defendants”, and in supportof their causesofaction, respectfully show this Honorable Court the

following

L
SUMMARY OF THE CASE

Tesla’ Background

Tesla produces quality electric automobiles. The innovativenessofits automobiles has

literally taken the market by storm, and has transformed Tesla into an industry titan, and its

founder, Elon Musk, into a billionaire and an international “Influencer.” Although itis a relatively

new company, Tesla now sells more electric automobiles worldwide than any other company. Yet,

certain features offered on Tesla automobiles, enthusiastically promoted by Tesla, make them

extremely dangerous in some circumstances.



Tis oneofthese features, ora varietyof“safety features” jointly marketed—the Autopilot

system—that isat issue in this case. Musk has touted Tesla’s Autopilot—which automates some

driving tasks in the Tesla—as a revolutionary safety system. Tesla Autopilot includes lane keeping,

traffic-aware cruise control (TACC), Self-Parking, Automatic Lane Changing, Partially

Autonomous Navigation, and Various Accident-Avoidance features. But, despite Elon Musk’s

claim that a Tesla on Autopilot is ten times less likely to crash than the average car,’ Tesla

automobiles continue to crash on Autopilot—at an alarming rate. Specifically, due to a known

manufacturing defect, the Autopilot system fails to detect cars that are using flashing lights—most

often emergency vehicles. As a result of the frequency of crashes that have occurred involving a

Tesla using Autopilot and emergency vehicles, the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) hasrecently demanded that Tesla provide comprehensive data regarding

its Autopilot-equipped fleet, encompassing cars, software, and hardware sold from 2014 to 2021.7

Background to Current Case

On February 27, 2021, a Tesla Model X engaged in Autopilot and equipped with Tesla’s

proprietary system of safety features, crashed into several police officers who were engaged in a

traffic stop in a blocked-off laneof traffic on the Eastex Freeway in Texas. All were badly injured.

Due to the design and manufacturing defects known to Tesla, Tesla’s failure to adequately warm

! Musk and Tesla arc well aware that the claims Teska makes to regulators and the public about the autopilot system
in cfct compare apples (0 oranges, andar thusmeaningless when put in context. Musk froquently sacs publicly
that Tesh logd one crashforevery 4.19 million mls driven on autopilot,arguing hat a Tesla using Autopilot is
{en timessafrthan a individual driving any other typeof car Measured against the NHTSA's United Sates average
ofone crashpr every 454.000 milks, on first glance Musks claimsappear ery persuasive. But when one considers
hat Autopilot is typically only used during highway travel. nd that large percentage of the crashes found in the
NHTSA data occurof-highway. Musk's claims become non-persuasive. Further, when one considers that Musk
excludes daia where Autopilot was being used immediately before crashbut was disengaged at some pont prior (0
he crash. Musk's contentions ae not only ar unpersuasive, thy are misieading. A east one industry commentator
as sad ofMusk's public pronouncements: “I do think hee is some cement of fls advertising here.”
hap atic bis sov/od in 202 INIMPE2 0208491570
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of those defects, and Tesla’s unwillingness to admit or correct such defects, the Autopilot and

Tesla’s system safety features failed to detect the officers’ carsor to function in any way to avoid

or warnofthe hazard and subsequent crash. This was not an isolated instance

The officers seek damages for the severe injuries and permanent disabilities they suffered

as a result of the crash, which was reasonably foresceable and could have been avoided, but for

the defects in Tesla’s safety features, including Autopilot. The officers want to hold Tesla

accountable, and force Tesla to publicly acknowledge and immediately correct the known defects

inherent in its Autopilot and collision avoidance systems, particularly as those impact the ongoing

safety of our nation’s first responders.

IL.
PARTIES

PlaintiffDANIEL SANTIAGO is an individual residing in Liberty County, Texas.

PlaintiffDALTON FIELDS is an individual residing in Montgomery County, Texas.

PlaintiffCHRIS TAYLOR is an individual residing in Montgomery County, Texas.

Plaintiff KENNETH BARNETT is an individual residing in Montgomery County, Texas.

PlaintiffRAT DUENAS is an individual residing in Montgomery County, Texas.

Defendant TESLA, INC. is a corporation organized under the laws of Delaware, having a

principal place of business at 3500 Deer Creek Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. It may be served

through its registered agent CT Corporation at 1999 Bryan Street Suite 900 Dallas, TX 75201-

3136

Defendant PAPPAS RESTAURANTS INC. is a domestic for-profit corporation

conducting business in Texas and maintains a principal office at 13939 Northwest Freeway,

Houston, TX 77040. It may be served through its registered agent in Texas named Alysia E. Perry

at 13939 Northwest Freeway, Houston, TX 77040or anywhere she may be found
3



mn.

DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN

“This case is intended to be govemed by Discovery Level 3

Iv.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF

‘The damages sought are within the jurisdictional limits ofthis court. Plaintiffs currently seek

monetary relief in excess of $1,000,000, including damages of any kind, penalty, costs, expenses,

punitive damages, prejudgment interest, and attomey’s fees. The maximum damages sought

pursuant tothisOriginal Petition are $20,000,000, including punitive damages. Plaintiffs reserve the

tight to modify theirclaims, including damages, as the case progresses.

V.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

“This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this cause of action because it involves an

amount in excessofthe minimum jurisdictional limitsof this Court. This case is not removable

pursuant 10 28 U.S.C. 1441(b) because the Plaintiffs are Texas residents, and oneofthe Defendants

is a Texas corporation

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because one or more of the

Defendants resides in Texas and the causes of action herein arose from Defendants’ systematic

contacts with this forum state. Specifically, Pappas Restaurants, Inc. maintains its main office in

this county and has several restaurants throughout Texas. Furthermore, Tesla, Inc. has continuous

and systematic business contacts with this forum state. Tesla, directly or through affiliates or

intermediaries, conducts its business extensively throughout Texas, by transporting, distributing,

advertising and selling its vehicles in the state of Texas.
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In addition, TEX. CIv. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 17.042 allows this court to exercise

personal jurisdiction over Tesla as a nonresident defendant that is doing business in the state

because Tesla contracts Texas residents to conduct its business, Tesla committedatort in this state

and Tesla has recruited Texas residents for employment in this state. Given its business contacts,

Tesla is more at home in this state than itis in Califomia. For example, Tesla has announced and

is constructing its largest factory in Austin, Texas, is constructing a battery build out in Angleton,

Texas, and as of August 26, 2021, applied with Texas regulators (Texas Public Utility

Commission) to be an electricity provider in Texas. Tesla's clear strategic plan is to conduct

integrated operations in the state of Texas, bringing it into contact with Texas consumers

throughout the supply chain.’

Venue is proper in Harris County, Texas under TEX. Civ. PRAC. & REM. CODE §§

15.002(a)(1) because at least one Defendant, who is not a natural person, maintains a principal

placeofbusiness in Harris County, Texas

VI
FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Introduction to Defendant Tesla, Inc.

Tesla’s “Autopilot” System

Tesla, Inc. is an electric vehicle and cleanenergy company. Tesla builds all-electric vehicles,

generates clean energy and builds storage products * Tesla boasts that its Model X vehicle is “the

safest, quickest and most capable sport utility vehicle in history that holds star safety ratings across

every category from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration” ©

?tps nae cob com2021/08/ 26 esafiles-o-becomean-cletrcity-providerin-exas hunt
ups ives tesla conan

Hips ws esl condabout
© utp Aw fel comibout
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Tesla first introduced its Autopilot system in 2014. According to Tesla “Autopilot is an

advanced driver assistance system that assists your car with steering, accelerating and braking for

other vehicles and pedestrians within its lane.” The system assists with the most burdensome parts

ofdriving, and offers features like emergency braking, collision warning and blind-spot monitoring*

Furthermore, Tesla claims its Autopilot system allows its cars o steer within a lane, change

lanes, and manage speed by using active traffic-aware cruise control.” Tesla also claims that “Digital

control of motors, brakes, and steering helps avoid collisions from the front and sides, as well

2s preventing the car from wandering off the road.”

Tesla furtherclaims that Autopilot reeves driversof the dangerous aspectsof oad travel and

makesdrivers more confident and increases safety on the road." Additionally, Tesla identifies various

featuresfor its Autopilot system on its website. Someof which include:

«Navigate on Autopilot: Navigate on Autopilot suggests lane changes to optimize your

route and makes adjustments, so you don’t get stuck behind slow cars or trucks. When

active, Navigate on Autopilot will also automatically steer your vehicle toward highway

interchanges and exits based on your destination."

«Auto Steer: Using advanced cameras, sensors and computing power, your Tesla will

navigate tighter, more complex roads."

« Emergency Lane Departure Avoidance: Emergency Lane Departure Avoidance is

designed to steer a Tesla vehicle back into the driving laneifour system detects that it is

ups vs sla con suppor Tullself diving subscrigions
tps Aw fs com’suppor fulsedan subscriptions

ips Aw tesa comblogonraniop tas amsed
hips ww esl comblogh ourautopiot-as-atived

ps vw eshacombloghonrautopilot asarmed
Terre
bps ww teslacom utapiot
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departing its lane and there could be a collision, orif the car is close to the edge of the

road. This feature will automatically be enabled at the beginningofevery drive.'*

«Front Collision Warning: Helps wa of impending collisions with slower moving or

stationary cars. '*

«Automatic Emergency Braking: Designed to detect objects that the car may impact and

applies the brakes accordingly. '

Tesla even goes as far to state that its Automatic Emergency Braking system can stop a car

from hittinga pedestrian

Er
Samcan avon stop oro WRIng& poseETaT

Tesla’s claims have been proven to be vastly and irresponsibly overstated, if not outright

untrue. Tesla knows and encourages drivers to think that their Autopilot and self-drive modes are

beter than regular cruise control, but then in their written waning to consumers, tell them to

ps desl comiblog morsdancedsafer des-ow ers
5 ups rw tesla comsautopiot
© ips vw esa comautopilol
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‘maintain the type of control over the vehicle that would be expected and appropriate with any

standard cruise control system. Tesla can’t have it both ways—marketing their revolutionary and

‘game changing self-driving features, while also tell consumers that they can’t rely on them and

‘must maintain the same control asifit was cruise control on their standard cars. Tesla is engaging

in systematic fraud to pump Tesla’s share price and sell more cars, while hiding behind disclosures.

that tell the drivers that the system can’t be relied upon. Tesla knows that Tesla drivers listen to

these claims andbelieve their vehiclesareequipped todrive themselves, resultingin potentially severe

injuries or death.

For example, in 2019, a couple filmed themselves having sex in their Tesla while it was

engaged in Autopilot. Rather than Tesla’s CEO, Elon Musk, discouraging the dangerous behavior, he

tweeted:

4; Elon Musk© May 9, 2010
bid @eionmusk

Turns out there's mare ways to
use Autopilotthanweimagined.

8%, Elon Musk&
(G87 scionmusk
Shoda sent caning.
4:07 PM-May 9, 2019 @

7K Own A snares.

Tesla, Inc. and its CEO, Elon Musk, have also repeatedly exaggerated the actual capabilities

of Autopilot, resulting in the public, including first responders, and Tesla drivers being put at a

significant riskofserious injuryordeath:
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Py, BonMusk® ~
(7 ovormac
Roping a oar
Tesla Full Self-Driving will work at a safety level well
above that of the average driver this year, of that | am
confident. Can't speak for regulators though.
92004 Jan, 2021 TutororPron

Tesla and Elon Musk’s strategy is by design. At the same ime, it touts its “revolutionary

features,” it hides behind hard to find and hard to understand legalese, telling drivers that they should

operate the vehicleasiftechnology has changed

Tesla, Inc.s Autopilot System's Failure to Detect Emergency Vehicles

Since ts release, Tesla’s Autopilot system has been linked to numerous high-speed collisions,

resulting in serious injuries and deaths. More recently Tesla’s Autopilot systemhasbeen linked to at

Teast twelve (12) crashes in the US involving cases where first responders were active on the scene

with lashing lights

© In January 2018, a Tesla vehicle engaged in Autopilot crashed into the back of a

parked Culver City Fire Department truck that was responding to a traffic crash.'”

+ OnMay 11,2018, a Tesla vehicle operating in Autopilot hita parked Utah firetruck,

resulting in severe injuries to the Tesla driver."

In May 2018, a Tesla vehicle using the Autopilot feature collided with a parked police

vehicle in Laguna beach, the police car was a complete loss'”

bp ost com 202 LOK formalinestgatonopened-following es-avtoplotcrshes
ip ost com 202 ION formalnk cstgnbon-opene.-ollon ness autoplt crac
ips Jv thsgnrdon conyteshnolo 2018 mn 2esly-caslrnopiotsabfori-police-car
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In August of 2018, a Tesla vehicle crashed into a stopped firetruck in San Jose,

Califomia, leaving two injured.”

+ InDecember 2019,a Tesla vehicle, engaged in Autopilot, slammed into parked fire:

truck in Indiana, resulting in the deathofoneof the occupants in the Tesla.”

In December 2019, another Tesla vehicle engaged in Autopilot rear-ended a police

car that was responding to a disabled vehicle in Connecticut **

+ InDecember2019,a Tesla, engaged in Autopilot, slammed into a Massachusetts State:

Police vehicle and a college student's car while they were pulled over on the side of

the highway.”

© InJuly 2020,a Tesla on Autopilot, rear-ended an Arizona DepartmentofPublic Safety

patrol vehicle at the sceneofan earlier crash.>*

© In March 2021, a Tesla driver operating the Autopilot system struck a police car in

Michigan **

In August 2021, a Tesla driver operating on Autopilot crashed into a Florida highway

Patrol car that was assisting astalled vehicle.

«In August 2021, a Tesla on Autopilot slammed intoa policecarin North Carolina *’

bps nbs conslesl<rashesanosestuckaccident 039507
2 bigs vw mvscom20 L816businesses ntoprot fis,hi.
is ww nbccomm lieu Coy ews islinauio-piiieyts-dack-o-police-cr-oniyS-in pomafstc:
ice2 (90939)
BipAw sbcboston conimestgaions dine tigning-esty erases fstresponders-ncluding mass

{oper 468308
hips Avw.azcentral conto woe zona: braking 2020/07) est-autoplo-ts dps-patot<ar10-

seacbenmons 3680927
Fisvw anbecons2021,03/1 estanantopilochis.police-carncnictiganoffcials-n bind
bps wv cris cony202 0528es modelsit park police-<ar-orlapo-drhraidsh was ne
sutoplotin)

hips Asn nensobsererconten sista noth carolimaricle215267505 hat
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«The case before the Court is oneofthe twelve (12) crashes involving a Tesla engaged

in Autopilot and an emergency vehicle withflashing lights.

All of these emergency vehicles had flashing lights before the accidents. Nevertheless, the

Teslas engaged in Autopilot failed to detect the cars.

Defendant Tesla, Inc. Knows its Autopilot System Is Defective but Continues to Market it.

Defendant Tesla, Inc. is a multi-billion-dollar corporation owned and operated by one of

‘America’s most successful entrepreneurs. It is inconceivable that DefendantTesla has not seen the

publicly available reports regarding numerous crashes caused by its vehicles in relation to

emergency vehicles with flashing lights. Tesla’s CEO has even referred to one of Tesla’s driver

assistance systems as “not great”

ment :
egSag Snir ein
FSD Beta 9.2 is actually not great imo, but Autopilot/Al
team is rallying to improve as fast as possible.
We're trying to have a single stack for both highway &
ity streets, but it requires massive NN retraining.
PE ——

Defendant Tesla, Inc. and the company’s CEO, Elon Musk, were aware of numerous

incidents regarding the “Autopilot” system, but failed to recall the cars and fix the issue:

sy, Bonus .
GED wom

‘What's actually amazing about this accident is that a
Model S hit a fire truck at 60mph and the driver only
broke an ankle. An impact at that speed usually results
in severe injury or death.

5754. ey 1,208. To for Phone
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Tesla’s blatant refusal to adopt additional safeguards or to fix the issues with its Autopilot

system demonstrate a lack of supervision and oversight of Tesla’s Autopilot system. Tesla has

intentionally decided not to remedy these issues and must be held liable and accountable,

especially when it has detailed knowledge of the risks and dangers associated with its Autopilot

system.

Tesla has admitted that its Autopilot system will occasionally fail to identify a stopped

emergency vehicle.” But yet, Tesla made the decision not to recall any of its vehicles knowing

that the Autopilot system was defective and posed an inherent iskofinjury to the public, including

first responders, and Tesla drivers.

Tesla made the decision to continue to profit from the sales of these dangerous vehicles

and the benefits to its share price instead of taking the necessary steps to ensure the safety of the

public, first responders and Tesla drivers

Due tothe rise in collisions involving Tesla vehicles engaged in Autopilot system and parked

emergency vehicles with flashing lights, the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) has opened an investigation”

B. Defendant Pappas Restaurants Inc.

Defendant Pappas Restaurants Inc. owns the restaurant Pappasito’s Cantina where the driver

of the Tesla was overserved alcohol before the accident. The driver showed obvious signs of

intoxication atthe timeofthe crash. The police report from the crash stated that the driver was arrested

on suspicionofintoxication assault.

hips nts com 202108 16 business siaopilot bis hd
hips Aww tines com 202 L086 businesses-moprloc bis hd.
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C. The Accident and Malfunction

On or about February 27, 2021, Plaintiffs (police officers) pulled over a vehicle in the right-

hand laneofthe Eastex Freeway near East River Road in a traffic top. Upon subsequent suspicion

of possession of narcotics, the officers were searching the vehicle with a police dog when a 2019

Model X Tesla, going approximately 70 mph, plowed into the scene of the police stop. The Tesla

slammed into the two police Tahoes with flashing lights that were blocking the scene, pushing the

‘Tahoes intothe officers and the civilian who was detained. Plaintiffs were seriously injured and could

have been killed

Even though Autopilot was enabled at the time and the police cars had flashing lights, the

Tesla filed to engage the Autopilot safety features to avoid the accident. The vehicle did not apply

its “Automatic Emergency Braking” to slow down to avoid or mitigate the accident. The Tesla was

completely unable to detect the existenceof at least four vehicles, six people and a German Shepherd

fully stopped in the laneoftraffic. The Tahoes were declaredatotal loss. The policeofficersand the

civilian were taken to the hospital, and Canine Officer Kodiak had to visit the vet.

Prior to the car wreck, the driverofthe Tesla was a patron at Pappasito’s Cantina, owned by

Defendant Pappas Restaurant, Inc. While at Pappasito’s Cantina, the driver consumed alcohol to the

point where he was obviously intoxicated, and he presented a clear danger to himself and others.

‘While the driver was obviously intoxicated, Pappasito’s Canina continued to serve alcohol to him.

Plaintiffs were injured because Defendant Tesla’s Autopilot system malfunctioned and

failed to detect police cars with flashing lights, and because Pappasito’s Cantina overserved the

Tesla driver. Numerous consumers all over the United States have complained of the Autopilot

problem in recent years. Furthermore, there have been numerous accidents and reports involving

Tesla’s Autopilot system and emergency vehicles with flashing lights since its release. However,
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with knowledgeofthese problems, Tesla, Inc. has carelessly failed to recall, repair, remedy and/or

otherwise notify the public ofthe hazards associated with the Autopilot system’ failure to detect

cars with flashing lights and effectively engage the Autopilot system to avoid or ameliorate the

tisksofcollision

iL
CAUSES OF ACTION

A. Negligence/Gross Negligence (Tesla)

Plainiffs incorporate the above paragraphs asifset forth in full below.

Defendant owed Plaintiffs a duty of care to act as a reasonably prudent person would. On

the occasion in question, Defendant committed acts of omission and commission, which

collectively and severally constituted negligence and gross negligence. Their imprudent acts

included, but were not limited to:

«Failing to safely and properly design, market, and manufacture the Autopilot
system;

«Failing to properly service andrepair the Autopilot system;

«Failing to properly inspect the Autopilot system;

«Failing to properly wam the public that the Autopilot system was dangerous or
unsafe;

«Failing to properly wam the public that the Autopilot system had previously failed;

«Failing to wam of the dangerous propensity of the Autopilot system to
unexpectedly malfunction;

«Failing to warn the public of the Autopilot system's inability to detect emergency
cars with flashing lights.

+ Marketing the Autopilot system without giving proper and adequate notice of the
product's known dangers;

«Failing to properly test and inspect the design and manufacturing of the Autopilot
system;
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«Failing to adequately test, inspect, and assure the quality of the Autopilot system
before placing the into the streamofcommerce;

+ Choosing to disregard and ignore generally accepted principles of hazard control
(design, guard and warn);

+ Choosing to disregard and ignore its obligation to hold the safety of the public
paramount;

Failing to protect Plaintiffs from reasonably foreseeable dangers;

«Failing to recognize and remediate hazards;

+ Promulgating policies and procedures that were inadequate and unsafe;

«Failing to wam ofa known hazard;

Placing profits over safety; and

Participating in and contributing to the acts that caused the incident in question.

B. Texas Dram Shop Act Claim Against Defendant Pappas Restaurants, Inc. d/b/a

Pappasito’s Cantina

Defendant Pappas Restaurants, Inc. violated the Dram Shop Act codified at V.T.C.A.,

Alcohol Beverage Code § 2.02, in that they served, sold, and/or provided alcoholic beverages to a

person who was obviously intoxicated to the extent that he presented a clear danger tohimself and

others. This conduct by Pappas Restaurants, Inc. contributed to the Tesla driver's state of

intoxication and was a proximate causeofthe serious injuries sustained by Plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs seek damages against Defendant Pappas Restaurants, Inc. for its conduct in

violation of the Texas Dram Shop Act, which was a proximate contributing cause of Plaintiffs’

injuries and damages.

C. Negligence /Gross Negligence (Pappas Restaurants Inc. d/b/a Pappasito’s Cantina)

Defendant Pappas Restaurants, Inc. was negligent in serving and continuing the serve the

Tesla driver when it was apparent or should have been apparent to the providers that the Tesla
1s



driver was obviously intoxicated to the extent that he presented a clear danger tohimself and

others. Defendant was also negligent in training its servers and managers in that they should have

been aware that the Tesla driver was obviously intoxicated to the extent that he presented a clear

danger to himselfand others.

Defendants acts and/or omissions as described above, when viewed objectively from

Defendant's standpoint, involve an extreme degree of risk considering the probability and

magnitude of the potential ham to others. Defendant had actual subjective awareness of the risk

involved, but nevertheless proceeded in conscious indifference to the rights, safety, and/or welfare:

ofthe others, including the Plaintiffs

The intoxication of the Tesla driver, the recipient of the alcohol provided by Defendant

Pappas Restaurants, Inc. was a proximate causeof Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages. Accordingly,

the negligenceofDefendant in violating V.T.C.A., Alcohol Beverage Code § 2.02 was a proximate

cause of the incident and the resulting injuries and damages to Plaintiffs.

D. Respondeat Superior/Agency (Pappas Restaurants, Inc. d/b/a Pappasito’s Cantina)

Plaintiffs incorporate the above paragraphs as if st forth in full below.

Atal times, Defendant's employees and agents and Pappasito’s Cantina employees were

agents and/or servants on behalf of Defendant. The Defendant exercised control over their

employees, and at all relevant times, Defendant's employees were operating within the scope of

their employment for them.

As such, this Defendant is responsible for the conduct and damages caused by any conduct

oftheir employees that contributed to the damages sought in his suit.

E. Strict Liability, Failure To Warn (Tesla only)

Plaintiffs incorporate the above paragraphs as ifset forth in full below.
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At all relevant times, Tesla designed, manufactured and sold their vehicles with the

Autopilot system. The Autopilot system is defective in its waming as it related to emergency

vehicles with flashing lights. The Autopilot system's defective waning rendered the Autopilot

unreasonably dangerous for its intended and foreseeable uses. The Autopilot’s defective waning

actually and proximately caused Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages

As a direct and proximate resultof the actions and inaction of Defendant as set forth

above, Plaintiffs suffered severe injuries.

F. Strict Liability, Design Defect (Tesla only)

Plaintiffs incorporate the above paragraphs as ifset forth in full below.

At all material times, Tesla, Inc. was in the business of designing, developing,

manufacturing, and marketing the Autopilot system, and did in fact design, develop, manufacture,

market, sel, and place into the stream of commerce the subject vehicle which injured Plaintiffs

At the time of the incident made the basis of this lawsuit, the product was in substantially

the same condition as it was when it left the control of Defendant Tesla, Inc.

Defendant Tesla, Inc. recommended, sold, and distributed the Autopilot system at issue.

The subject product was defective and unreasonably dangerous in manufacture and marketing

when it left the controlofTesla, Inc.

The system at issue failed to perform safely, as an ordinary consumer would expect when

using it in an intended and/or reasonably foreseeable manner. The risk of danger inherent in the

designof the Autopilot system outweighed the benefitsofthe design utilized. Atall relevant times

and at the timeofinjury, it was reasonably foreseeable by the Defendantthat the Autopilot system

would malfunction.
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‘The aforementioned defects in the system at issue were the producing and proximate cause

of the crash incident that caused Plaintiffs’ damages, injuries, pain and suffering, and mental

anguish. Tesla, Inc is strictlyliablefor the defects in the Autopilot system

G. Strict Liability, Manufacturing Defect (Tesla Only

Plainiffs incorporate the above paragraphs asifset forth in full below.

At all materials times, Tesla, Inc was in the business of developing, manufacturing, and

marketing the Autopilot system, and did develop, manufacture, market, sell, and place into the

stream of commerce the subject vehicle that injured Plaintiffs.

The Autopilot system in question contained a manufacturing defect when ite Tesla Inc.'s

possession. The Autopilot system filed to detect Plaintiffs’ vehicles with flashing lights, and

therefore failed to avoid the collision that proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ injuries. The defects

in the system were the producing and proximate cause of the incident that injured Plaintiffs and of

the Plaintiffs’ damages, injuries, pain and suffering, and mental anguish

vill.
DAMAGES

‘Asa direct and proximate resultofthe foregoing events, Plaintiffs suffered damages in the

pastand, in reasonable probability, will continue to suffer damages in the future, including physical

pain and suffering, mental anguish, lost wages, loss of earning capacity, past, present, and future

medical expenses, all for which Plaintiffs seek recovery herein. Plaintiffs also seek punitive

damages

IX.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs request a jury trial and tender the appropriate fee with this petition.
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CONDITIONS PRECEDENT

All conditions precedent to Plaintiffs’ rights to recover have been fully performed or have

been waived by Defendants

XI.
PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE

Plaintiffs hereby request and demand that Defendants preserve and maintain all evidence

pertaining to any claim or defense related to the incident made the basis of this lawsuit or

the damages resulting therefrom, including statements, photographs, videotapes, audiotapes,

surveillance or security tapes, business or medical records, incident reports, bills, telephone call

slips or records, correspondence, facsimiles, emails, voicemails, text messages, policies,

contracts, agreementsofany kind, procedures, bylaws, drive-cameras, surveillance, reports and

investigative materials, the vehicle involved in this incident, and any evidence involving any

facts stated in this petition and the incident in question, and any electronic image or information

related to the referenced incident or damages. Failure to maintain such items may constitute

“spoliation’”of evidence.

PRAYER

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against

Defendants in the amount of TEN MILLION DOLLARS ($10,000,000) for actual damages for

pecuniary losses, lost wages, lossofeaming capacity mental anguish, and past, present, and future

medical expenses; as well as TEN MILLION DOLLARS ($10,000,000) in exemplary damages;

pre-and post-judgment interest as allowed by law all costsof Court, and all such other and further

relief, at law and in equity, to which they may be justly entitled.
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Respectfully submitted,

‘THE BUZBEE LAW FIRM

By: [Anthony G. Buzhee
Anthony G: Buzbee
State Bar No. 24001820
ibuzbec@ixatiomeys com
Brittany C. Ifejika

StateBar No. 24111011
bifejika@txattomeys. com
JP. Morgan Chase Tower
600 Travis, Suite 7300
Houston, Texas 77002
Telephone: (713) 223-5393
Facsimile: (713) 223-5909
www fxatiomeys.com

COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS

MUERY & FARRELL PC

By: [3 Maureen Farrell
Maureen Farrell
State Bar No. 24076378
maureen@exanlegal com
‘Adam Muery
State Bar No. 24046495
adam@iexanlegal com
1095 Evergreen Cir, Ste 208-400
“The Woodlands, TX 77380
Telephone: (737) 808-0529
Fax: (979) 221-1874

CO-COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS
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